MAY
Women always walk round flower shows more
slowly than men. Men take in masses of colour,
women adore to examine detail. The Queen is
some way behind the King, bending over a tiny
plant. She smiles and comes up to him and
together they go on. This is the one day in the
crowded procession of the London season when you
may meet the King and the Queen separated from
the pageantry of a palace. They have come to
enjoy flowers like two ordinary spectators and,
without dogging their footsteps, it is possible to
feel how good it must seem to them to escape from
the publicity of the Crown and to hear no Anthem
when they break cover.
Privacy is never quite possible, even at the Flower
Show. A rather delightful crowd drifts after them.
Some crowds must be hateful to crowned heads :
the jostling, would-be fraternal crowds who would
extend democratic freedom into the region of ill-
breeding. This crowd has, in the main, a rustic
air. It is composed of men and women who have
come from many parts of the country with their
greenhouse marvels. The women drop curtsies
whenever the Queen comes in sight, the men hold
their hats. If the royal visitors remain stationary
they edge up a step nervously, as a herd of deer
will advance towards a man. The King raises his
hat, the Queen smiles ; and so they go on. Such
letters must go home to Somerset and Devon :
6 And I heard the King call the Queen " May " !'
To a person of any sensibility the private view of
this show induces a keen desire to avoid the King
and Queen in order that you may not intrude
upon what is so obviously a private occasion. The
more conscientiously you bend over bushes and
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